
Computer “bug”  
The story is that one of the early electronic computers crashed because an insect had 
crawled into the machine. The insect was squashed between the moving parts of a 
switch and jamming the machine. The incident was written up in the logbook and 
spread to the rest of the computer industry. However, the event was recorded as a 
funny incident because the term ‘bug’ was already in use. 
 
The word is not originally from computers, but with engineers of a much earlier 
technology. The first example is from 11 March 1889: 
 

“Mr. Edison had been up the two previous nights looking for 'a bug' in his 
phonograph (one of the first music players). He was listening to music and the 
machine suddenly stopped working. As he looked for the problem with the 
machine, he realized there had been a fly in the room earlier and he wondered if 
it had gotten into the phonograph. He took the machine apart and did not find a 
bug. However, we now use the expression to mean ‘solving a difficulty’, and 
implying that some imaginary insect has found its way inside and is causing all 
the trouble.” 

 
“UFO” 

The word UFO is an abbreviation which comes from the initial letters of the words 
‘unidentified flying object’. A UFO is a mysterious object in the sky which can’t be 
explained. UFOs are often associated with extraterrestrial beings, also known as aliens.  
According to the Oxford English Dictionary, the term ‘unidentified flying object’ goes 
back at least to the 1950s: it is recorded in 1953, in a book by the US Marine Corps pilot 
and writer Major Donald Keyhoe. 
 

“Hazard” 
The word hazard meaning ‘a danger or risk’ is taken from Old French. The Old French 
word is of Arabic origin. According to William of Tyre (the medieval writer), French 
knights laid siege to a castle called Hasart in Palestine in the 1300s. The castle was very 
difficult to take; there were many traps and many men died during the battle. 
Therefore, the word “hasart” came to mean danger. In English, “hasart” became 
“hazard”.  
 

“Zombie” 
The word zombie comes from the Kikongo, a Bantu language spoken in Central Africa. It 
comes from the word nzambi, which means ‘a god’. The word ‘zombi’ meant snake-god 
in West African Voudun religions. When people from those regions were taken as slaves 
to Haiti and the United States of America. They brought their religious practices with 
them. Americans thought people practicing Voudun were possessed by demon spirits of 
dead people. Thus the word “zombie”, meaning a dead person who has come back to 
‘life” was born.  

https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/abbreviation
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